Political Islam
Adopted From Dr. Bill Warner’s Books

Part 4—Jihad
Many today think jihad means “holy war” and assumes it is only fought with guns, knives, bombs,
etc. While jihad may involve a holy war it really means “struggle” and can take infinitely many forms.
Islam is more extremely more entrenched in America than most understand. Look at the many Muslim
people our Muslim president has placed in high government positions. Even candidate Clinton has a
Muslim lady as one of her advisors. Is it possible that many more of our political leaders are secretive
Muslims?
Jihad was Mohammed’s greatest invention. It made him successful. Jihad is a misunderstood
word. Most jihad is done with money and persuasion, not violence. It is jihad that fills Washington DC
with money to buy influence. It is jihad that causes our textbooks in our schools to never mention anything
negative about Islam. (Warner, Bill. A Self-Study Course on Political Islam, Level 1 (p. 19). CSPI Publishing, Inc.. Kindle
Edition.) It is also why those same textbooks tell lies about our founders and Christianity. It is approved
and condoned to lie about kafir if it forwards the cause of Allah. The money to influence and control for
jihad comes not just from those oil fields but from the zakat (almsgiving). Jihad has more to do with
finances than religion. That is why the Trade Center Towers were targeted. They were a financial target
in hopes of crippling our economy which it nearly did. They were also targeted because it was believed
that there were a lot of Jews there.
While the Koran may give the general definition of jihad it is the Sira that tells us how to specifically
execute jihad because Mohammed was the perfect example. Remember Mohammed was not
successful until he turned to jihad.

We often hear the apologists say that Islam is peaceful and extremists have hijacked this
peaceful religion. And that real jihad is the inner struggle to live the life of Mohammed or follow the
Koran. Wrong! Wrong! Wrong!!! “Now let’s take care of one issue. Muslims frequently say, ‘
Well, the real jihad is inner struggle, the spiritual struggle.” That is the Greater Jihad. The jihad of the
sword and war is the Lesser Jihad. But the hadith tell us about the greater jihad— the inner spiritual
struggle. But only 2% of the hadith are devoted to this kind of struggle. The other 98% are about killing the
Kafir. Is jihad the inner struggle? Yes. Is jihad killing the Kafir? Yes. Notice again we have a duality. There
are two ways to view jihad. A Muslim may choose whichever he needs for the moment.” (Warner, Bill. A SelfStudy Course on Political Islam, Level 1 (p. 20). CSPI Publishing, Inc.. Kindle Edition.)

The 9/11 attack seems to have perfectly used the Mohammed playbook/method.
>Keep attacking until successful (that was not the first attempt to destroy the Towers).
Mohammed is known to have attempted the same attack 5, 6, 7 or more times until
successful.
>Target financial targets—Mohammed attacked and raided caravans for wealth to put
them out of business.
>After attacking claim to be the victim or how someone treated you caused the incident.
Mohammed justified the destruction upon Mecca because of how they had treated him.
The apologists r continually making us out to be the cause of all the Muslim problems.
>Do not fight by any rules—Arabs had a code of warfare, Mohammed did not follow it.
>Use the veil of peaceful religion to cover jihad
>Use immigration for preparation—it is interesting and fascinating that time zero for Islam
is not when Mohammed had the vision but when he and his followers immigrated
into Medina. This is very surprising and noteworthy.
>Use sneak attacks—favorite tactic of Mohammed
>No shame or remorse in the Islam community—Mohammed never expressed sorrow for
the death of kafir. Only happiness, even laughter.
Many times I have heard 9/11 referred to as a Pearl Harbor-style attack. This is not true for the
Muslim. They see this as a defensive matter. The kafir in America have already attacked first by denying
Mohammed his proper place. To them, we attacked first. For example, if we had bombed Tokyo before
the attack on Pearl Harbor it would certainly put the Pearl attack in a different light. That is how Muslims
sees 9/11.
Now for the really bad news. Jihad is seen as eternal and can only end when the last kafir is
destroyed. As long as a kafir lives there will be jihad. Just let me take time to play “if I were the Muslims”
and I had as my goal to dominate the world by eradicating all kafir, what stands in my way. What nations?
Well, obviously the most powerful kafir nations. That would be the USA and western Europe. If I could
weaken and capture them who could stand in my way? China and Russia are also powerful but they have
strong immigration boundaries and they seem to aggressively oppose Islam. American and Europe are
easy pickings!

Again, to be a jihadist doesn’t mean you strap on a bomb. When a Muslim writes a check to a
“charity” that supports aggressive jihad he is part of that jihad by giving his zarat. And when he says “no
that bombing business is not our way, we are peaceful” he is following the example of Mohammed and he
is just as much the jihadist as the bomb strapper!!!
People in America do not get it. It is not that Islam is so powerful. Militarily they are still in the
stone age so to speak. It is that Americans do not understand the subtlety of jihad. This is mainly due to
an apologist media that has us believing that most Muslims are peace-loving and it is extremist that have
hijacked this peaceful religion. This is a grave error because real jihadist fight with money as well as
bombs. That’s why so much middle eastern money flows into DC. The jihad is the Islamification of
America.

